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Introduction 
The term “AI” was first coined in 1956 during a conference regarding artificial intelligence              

(AI). As time goes on, new advancements in the field have birthed the rise of smarter and more                  

specialized forms of artificial intelligence. In the modern age, more practical forms of AI’s, such               

as voice activated personal assistants and self driving cars, have become the norm. However,              

the rise in artificial intelligence brings a new and inevitable development in modern warfare. AI               

will lead to a new type of war based on algorithms, where humans are no longer the only ones                   

fighting. The world has already start to see the beginning of this revolutionary idea through               

conflicts like cyberspace automated warfare (cyber warfare). The idea of the weaponization of             

AI continues to evolve as nations continue to try and gain a competitive advantage over each                

other. Development of AI for the purpose of warfare are evident through the inventions of               

unmanned naval, aerial, and terrain vehicles, surveillance drones and robots, and automated            

systems to operate these equipment. Autonomous weapons systems (AWS) will become the            

forefront of new conflicts and brings its own slew of complex challenges that will need to be                 

addressed.  

 

Definition of Key Terms 
Artificial Intelligence (AI): An area of computer science that emphasizes the creation of             

intelligent machines that work and react like humans. It has now become an essential part of the                 

technology industry, a research associated with artificial intelligence is highly technical and            

specialized 

Autonomous Weapons Systems: lethal devices that have been empowered by their human            



creators to survey their surroundings, identify potential enemy targets, and independently           

choose to attack those targets on the basis of sophisticated algorithms 

Cyber warfare: Actions by a nation-state or international organization to attack and attempt to              

damage another nation’s computer or information networks 

Algorithms: A process or set of rules to be followed in calculations or other problem-solving               

operations, especially by a computer 

Lethal Autonomous Weapons (LAWs): A type of autonomous military robot that can            

independently search for and engage targets based on programmed constraints and           

descriptions 

 

Background information  

 
The years prior to the 1950s, artificial intelligence was only a mere concept. The              

technology was just not advanced enough for computers to be able to act on its own.                

Computers were also an elusive thing to own. Many were expensive and impractically large.              

Most computers were owned by universities and big companies. In 1956, the Dartmouth             

Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence (DSRPAI) was hosted. It was there when the              

concept of AI was materialized into the Logic Theorist, made by Allen Newell, Cliff Shaw, and                

Herbet Simmon and funded by the Research and Development Corporation. Logic Theorist is a              

program made to mimic human problem solving skills. This is considered to be the first artificial                

intelligence program. Although the conference did not reach the expectations of the hosts, it              

signalled the beginning of a new era regarding AI research.  

 

The 20th century saw a remarkable growth in AI technology. Computers become            

smarter, smaller, cheaper, and more accessible. The idea of self aware AI began to garner               

more attention. The governments around the world became more interested in the potential that              

AI held. Government agencies like the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)            

began to fund AI research at different institutions. Meanwhile private institutions continued to             

flourish as more accessible forms of AI were available to the general populace through              

advancements such as Apple’s Siri and Amazon’s Alexa.  



 

Seeing as AI has become a more accessible option, many of the world's superpower              

have now started to show signs of an intensifying AI arms race. In particular, the United States,                 

Russia and China are in agreement that AI will be key in the future when defining national                 

power. China’s State Council has a detailed plan to make the country the leader in AI by 2030 in                   

order to elevate national defense strength and national security. The United States has started              

to make similar plans. Many other countries have followed in suit. Countries like Russia has               

urged its citizens to continue to pursue AI for the future. In addition to this countries like Israel                  

and South Korea and the aforementioned countries have already started testing with state of the               

art AWS. This has led to an artificial intelligence arms race. 

 

Due to the destructive nature AWS can bring to the battlefield, many professionals have 

expressed their concerns over the weaponization of AI. Many think that LAWS and AWS are 

unethical. There are concerns regarding the system’s ability to distinguish between 

non-combatants and combatants. Having AI being in control of dangerous weapons runs a risk 

of accidental or miserrors which can lead to a lot of deaths. These AI’s are also vulnerable to 

cyberattacks or hacking that could possibly cause the machine to malfunction. The 

weaponization of AI has also is being seen as revolutionary as nuclear weapons were when 

they were first introduced.  

 

However, those in favor of the weaponizations of AI cite financial and ethical reasons. 

LAWs have the potential to operate faster than humans which would save time and resources. 

Machines can process information faster and better than humans, so it would be more effective 

for the military. Instead of having actual people fight each other, robots would fight instead 

which would mean less loss of human life. LAWs also can perform more dangerous missions 

that humans can not do. 

 

 

 

Major Parties Involved 

 



Russia 
Russia is one of the countries which is currently actively pursuing developments towards military              

artificial intelligence. Russia holds a positive stance towards the automation of weapons and             

has been testing different types of autonomous and semi-autonomous combat systems. The            

Russian government strongly rejects any ban on AWS and highly in favor for AI. 

 

China 
China is also pursuing new AI technological developments. The Chinese military and            

government are trying to integrate commercial AI technology into its military. The government             

has committed $2 billion to an AI development park and around $7 billion are privately invested                

annually towards AI. China is also the first permanent member of the United Nations Security               

Council to raise concerns over the lack  of international law regarding autonomous  weapons.  

 

United States of America 
The U.S. Department of Defense has increased investments in AI tech. The U.S. military has a                

variety of military arsenal of AI combat programs which can operate without human assistance.              

However, the U.S. is more wary of having fully autonomous AWS and has implemented a               

temporary directive which requires a human operator to be in the know when it is about to take                  

a human life. The United States privately invests $70 billion to AI in 2018. 

 

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 
The UK government has imposed a ban on lethal AWS. The United Kingdom is also a leader in                  

AI technology and continues research regarding this topic. 

 

 

Timeline of Resolutions, Treaties, and Events 
 

Date Description of the Event 

1956 Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence 

(DSRPAI) is hosted by John McCarthy and Marvin Minsky. Various 

leading experts in the field were brought together in order to 

collaborate in an open ended discussion regarding AI. 



2013 The group Campaign to Stop Killer Robots is formed. 

July 2015 An open letter signed by tens of thousands of citizens and prominent 

experts in the field calls for the ban of lethal AWS during the 

International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence in Bueno Aires, 

Argentina 

November 2017 UN Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW) failed to 

reach a consensus regarding LAWs. 

March 29, 2019 Majority of governments favored a ban on LAWs at a UN meeting. 

Small minority of governments still opposed the ban. 

January 3, 2020 Drone strike on Iran kills famed Iranian general, Qassem Soleimani. 

This event has led to rising tensions between the US and Iran, as well 

as other countries.  

 
 

Relevant UN Treaties and Events 
  

UN Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons 
 

Previous Attempts  

 
An open letter signed by tens of thousands of citizens and prominent experts in the field 

called for the ban of lethal AWS. People like Elon Musk, Stephen Hawking, and Steve Wozniak 

are just some of the people who signed the letter. It was present during the 24th International 

Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence in Bueno Aires, Argentina. The letter warned the threat 

that an artificial intelligence arms race poses on current warfare.  

 

Similarly other groups have formed for the same reasons, such as the Campaign to Stop 

Killer Robots, a coalition of non-governmental organizations, to support the ban on LAWs. There 

https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=XXVI-2&chapter=26&clang=_en


are also websites that are available for the public to view regarding the effects that militarized 

AIs can do. The Holy See has also called for the ban of LAWs in order to preserve the power 

balance by the countries. On March 29, 2019, delegates came to meet at Geneva in regards of 

the UN Convention on CCW. The majority supported the total ban of LAWs but notable majority 

of the United States, Russia, Australia, Israel, and the United Kingdom opposed this ban. 

 

 

Possible Solutions  

Although many are advocating for a complete ban of LAWs, this will probably not be               

happening seeing as 3 out of 5 permanent members have publicly opposed the ban. This               

leaves room for a partial ban or tighter regulations of AWS and LAWs. Having planned               

conferences for talks regarding the use of AI in wars would also help to keep negotiations on the                  

table. Diplomatic negotiations to mitigate an arms race between the countries would be             

imperative in order to keep the balance of power. 
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